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as he left the formation. It did not take long for him to pick up on it, and he 
swiftly pursued James. In almost an instant, he caught up with James, 
showing no mercy as he launched a prompt attack. 

A formidable force swept in and attacked James’ back. 

Despite the assault, his body remained unharmed. Now, it was even stronger 
than when he was outside the Glaciem Holy Land. Yui’s attacks proved futile. 

Even though Yui could not harm James, the impact of the powerful force 
caused the Blood Energy within James’ body to surge. For a moment, James 
was unable to suppress the turbulent Blood Energy within him. He felt a 
warmth in his throat and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

The powerful force sent James stumbling forward, causing the void to crack 
into a rift. He entered it, seized and crushed a Pyraxis Rune, and then 
vanished within the rift. 

The Pyraxis Rune was a mystical rune enabling disappearance and void 
teleportation upon activation. 

However, the residual aura of void teleportation left behind could be easily 
detected by Yui. He chased James by following the aura of the Pyraxis Rune. 

Soon, Yui caught up with James. 

James possessed a Great Pyraxis Rune capable of transporting him to distant 
places upon activation, rendering even Yui unable to chase after him. 
However, he chose not to utilize it, as his current objective was to lure Yui to 
the next formation. 

After a series of twists and turns, James finally appeared at the location of the 
formation. Upon emerging, he entered the ruins. 

Soon after, Yui caught up. Unable to sense James’ departure aura, he 
deduced that James was hidden within the ruins ahead and pursued. 
However, the formation activated instantly as he entered the ruins. 



“Uh-oh, something is amiss,” Yui realized as he sensed the power of the 
formation. 

At that moment, James revealed himself not far from Yui. With a smirk, he 
said, “Yui Yeftero, you’re doomed.” “By you?” Yui’s expression turned grim. 
“Even if you’ve set up formations and a formidable lineup here, what can you 
do…” 

He scanned his surroundings and declared coldly, “Reveal yourselves. Let’s 
see how you can deal with me.” 

Yui’s voice echoed. 

Upon hearing his voice, several powerhouses, including Qiyana, Jadranka, 
Maddox, and Yered, appeared simultaneously. Meanwhile, Thea remained 
hidden in the distance without revealing herself as her cultivation base was 
low. 

Yui glanced at them, wearing a disdainful expression, and said, “Just a few of 
you and this formation. Are you overestimating yourselves or underestimating 
me?” Trapped within the formation and surrounded by a few powerhouses, 
Yui remained unruffled. He exuded an invincible demeanor. 

Yered stepped forward and casually said, “I alone am sufficient to kill you.” 

“You?” Yui looked at Yered, his expression changing as he sensed Yered’s 
aura. 

His face darkened as he uttered slowly, ‘The peak of the Consummation Holy 
Celestial Rank?” “Exactly,” Yered replied nonchalantly. 

“When did a Consummation Holy Celestial Rank powerhouse appear in the 
Dark World?” Yui took a deep breath. Despite considering himself a genius 
and a powerhouse, he felt a bit uneasy facing a Consummation Holy Celestial 
Rank powerhouse. 

“I’m a disciple of the Theognostos. This time, I was tasked with protecting the 
Saint of the Theognostos. I didn’t want to reveal myself, but since the Saint 
insisted on killing you, I had no choice but to show myself,” Yered said with an 
indifferent demeanor. 

James wore a smile on his face. 



Yered was truly far-sighted. Even if the attempt to kill Yui failed this time, the 
Yeftero Race would not dare to retaliate. 
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The probability of Yui surviving was extremely low. 

To make the living beings of the Dark World fully believe in the existence of 
the Theognostos, James had long prepared for this. 

He had used inscriptions to record everything in this place. Once Yui died, he 
would disseminate the details of the battle, spreading the information 
throughout the Dark World. 

Yui’s expression became solemn. At this moment, the pressure from the 
formation intensified. Within the formation, Yui suddenly felt a terrifying force 
sweeping over him. Despite being an early-stage Holy Celestial Rank 
powerhouse, he could not withstand this pressure, and cracks appeared in his 
body. 

Whoosh! 

In that instant, numerous inscriptions appeared all around. They were 
mysterious, pulsating and flickering before transforming into Sword Energy. 

Countless Sword Energies enveloped and surged toward Yui. 

Yui’s aura instantly reached its peak, and he summoned a longsword in his 
hand. Waving the sword, a circular protective barrier manifested around his 
body, blocking the onslaught of the pervasive Sword Energy. 

“This brat is quite strong.” Yered smiled and said, “All of you step back. Leave 
the fight to me. If I can’t handle him, your efforts will be in vain.” 

As Yered spoke, James and the others quickly retreated and appeared 
outside the formation. Within the formation, Yered’s aura grew stronger. At 
this moment, he exuded strange flames all over his body, causing the 
surrounding temperature to rise. 

“The Flamma Race?” Yui sensed it as Yered burst with power. He snorted 
and said, “Theognostos? You’re not a living being of the Theognostos. You’re 
a Flammae.” 



Yered faintly smiled and said, “I’m indeed from the Flamma Race. However, I 
joined the Theognostos when my cultivation base was still weak and became 
a disciple under a Transcendental Bliss Rank powerhouse.” 

“Even with a super killing formation, and even facing a peak Consummation 
Holy Celestial Rank powerhouse, I’ll still cut through it all.” 

Deep within the formation and facing a top-tier powerhouse, Yui remained 
confident. His aura was now very strong, not much different compared to 
Yered. 

As a talented powerhouse of the Yeftero Race, he had cultivated various 
martial arts skills of the race and even created many unparalleled signature 
martial arts skills. However, he had never unleashed them. If he did, they 
would be enough to shock the world. 

With a peculiar longsword in hand, he exuded a powerful aura. 

“Suppression.” 

Outside the formation, James activated the formation, and it instantly 
underwent changes. Countless inscriptions appeared, emanating an 
extremely terrifying power and aiming at Yui. 

This attack was on par with combining the power of the formation with the 
strength of Yered, Qiyana, Maddox, and Jadranka. Even Yui could not 
withstand this attack. The void around him kept shattering. 

The powerful force left him in a rather disheveled state, with cracks appearing 
on his body and blood covering him. His hair scattered, and his body was 
bathed in blood. However, he burst into hearty laughter. 

“Haha…” His laughter echoed in the area, carrying an extremely frightening 
power. 

“The Dark World only knows that the Yeftero Race has a genius called Yui 
Yeftero, the Saint of the race, the future clan leader. However, I haven’t 
roamed much in the outside world, so they hardly know about my combat 
strength.” 

“Today, I’ll make a name for myself in this battle.” 
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power, causing even the formidable formation to show signs of disintegrating. 

“What a terrifying power,” James said with a grave expression as he watched 
the formation being on the verge of shattering. He immediately commanded, 
“Maintain the formation with all your strength. If Yui manages to break through 
today, we will lose face on a grand scale.” 

If a super killing formation and a peak of Consummation Holy Celestial Rank 
powerhouse could not kill Yui, his reputation would skyrocket, and the prestige 
of the Yeftero Race would reach unprecedented heights. 

Although the super killing formation had injured Yui, it was not fatal. His aura 
was vigorous like a god of slaughter. 

Pointing his longsword at Yered, his face darkened as he said, “Today, I’ll kill 
a peak Consummation Holy Celestial Rank powerhouse and break through 
this super killing formation.” 

Facing this scene, Yered remained calm. With a thought, countless 
inscriptions appeared around him, pulsating continuously before transforming 
into a sea of flames. The fiery expanse instantly enveloped Yui. 

The sea of flames was so terrifying that it could instantly eliminate a Holy 
Celestial Rank powerhouse. However, Yui remained unaffected within it. 

Swinging the longsword in his hand, he shattered the fiery expanse, creating a 
crack. 

Swiftly advancing, he appeared in front of Yered in an instant. 

Yered placed his hands behind him, and a powerful force manifested within 
him, converging to form a protective shield. 

Yui’s sword struck the protective shield, initiating a contest and confrontation 
of strength between them. The scene froze, indicating that the difference in 
strength between the two was not significant. 

Veins bulged on Yui’s face, and his expression darkened. In contrast, Yered 
remained composed. It seemed that Yui had already exerted his full strength, 
while Yered had not yet done so. However, this also indicated the 



fearsomeness of Yui because he was deeply entrenched in the formation and 
still endured its pressure. 

This scene lasted for a moment. Yered raised his hand, and a powerful force 
materialized from his palm, directly striking Yui. The balance was instantly 
broken, and Yui’s body was sent flying. Cracks appeared on his body. 

At this critical moment, he exerted a powerful force to maintain and prevent 
his body from completely shattering. The force rapidly repaired the cracks on 
his body. 

He appeared in the distance, wiping the blood from the corner of his mouth. 

“Excellent,” he said with a peculiar smile. 

At this moment, James activated the formation, and the terrifying power of the 
formation continued to sweep in. 

Yui stood in the void, forcibly enduring the force of the formation. He gradually 
straightened his body. At this moment, his body seemed to become 
transparent, vaguely revealing his boiling blood, mutating bones, and 
changing aura. 

“What’s this?” Qiyana’s face changed involuntarily. 

“What’s wrong? Is there something unusual?” James asked. 

Jadranka took a deep breath and said, “The Yeftero Race’s Tethralis Art.” 

“The Tethralis Art? What’s its origin?” James asked. 

Qiyana explained, ‘The supreme Forbidden Art of the Yeftero Race. It’s 
rumored that when this secret art is cast, the body will merge into the 
darkness, endlessly absorbing the power from the darkness. Moreover, one’s 
own strength will instantly reach its peak, even surpassing the current realm 
and stepping into the next one.” 

“Hmm,” Jadranka nodded solemnly and said, “Every Primeval Race has such 
a Forbidden Art. Among them, the Yeftero Race has many Forbidden Arts. 
They are generally recorded in ancient scrolls and are rarely used. Today, 
we’ve forced Yui to cast the Forbidden Art of the Yeftero Race. It seems that 
we’re on the verge of failure.” 
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observing this scene. It was unclear whether he was struck by the spectacle 
or confident in breaking through Yui’s Tethralis Art. 

Yui’s aura continued to rise. His Essence Energy merged into one, 
transforming into a column of light shooting into the sky. Simultaneously, the 
Dark Powers beyond this area rushed toward him, and he avidly absorbed 
them. 

“Haha,” he laughed uproariously. “With the Tethralis Art, I can soar to the 
heavens. Who else can oppose me?” 

Yui’s laughter echoed. 

“Fancy tricks.” Facing this, Yered appeared nonchalant. He raised both hands, 
revealing two distinct runes, each channeling a different power. One was fire, 
the other was ice. 

“This brat,” James exclaimed in surprise while seeing the scene. “He 
comprehended the Glaciem Race’s primitive inscriptions and cultivated the Ice 
Power in such a short time. Moreover, it seems like he intends to merge fire 
and ice to create a new force.” 

At this moment, Yui’s aura surged and surpassed Yered’s. 

Standing in the void, he gazed at Yered in the distance and calmly declared, 
“I’ll kill you even if you’re at the peak of the Consummation Holy Celestial 
Rank.” 

He swung his longsword. The seemingly ordinary sword held formidable 
power, shattering the formations laid out by James and the others, including 
those maintained by several Holy Celestial Rank powerhouses. 

‘The might of this sword carries the power of the Quasi Bliss Rank,” Qiyana 
said, furrowing her brow. She glanced at Qairo. “Too bad Qairo’s mind is 
incomplete. Otherwise, he could truly kill Yui Yeftero.” 

She sighed in resignation, as did Jadranka. She thought they could truly 
annihilate the Saint of the Yeftero Race and severely damage the race. Yet, 
the situation had taken an unexpected turn. 



James’ expression turned serious. Although the Blizziferno Art was 
formidable, he was unsure if it could withstand Yui’s current strength. 

In the void, Yered raised his hands, where the two forces had already merged. 

Meanwhile, Yui approached with his sword. 

Yered vanished and evaded the strike. Simultaneously, Yui disappeared and 
reappeared behind Yered. He swiftly swung his sword. 

In the nick of time, Yered turned and hurled the fusion of ice and fire in his 
palms. Yui’s sword clashed with the power from the Blizziferno Art. However, 
his sword was instantly engulfed. The overwhelming force assailed Yui, and it 
was powerful enough to pierce through his body. 

Nevertheless, Yui continuously absorbed Dark Powers, rapidly healing the 
bloody hole in his chest. 

Yered retreated swiftly. With a wave of his hand, mystical inscriptions 
converged and formed a fiery red longsword. This sword was a manifestation 
of the Flammae Curse. 

Now, Yered held nothing back. 

Boom! The two swords collided. Both Yered and Yui were sent flying by each 
other’s force. 

Yered coughed up blood, but not from injury. 
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Yui’s use of the Tethralis Art, rendering Yui unable to harm him. This injury 
was caused by him exerting all his power and manipulating the injuries within 
his body. 

“Damn it,” Yered cursed. He was injured and could not persist for long when 
unleashing his full strength. If he could not quickly kill Yui, he would succumb 
to the invasion of Flammae poison. At that point, he would truly lack the 
strength to defeat Yui. 

Yui was also shaken by Yered’s power. He had not expected that his full-force 
attack would be blocked by Yered even after he employed the Tethralis Art. 



However, he discerned that Yered was also injured and would not be able to 
maintain his combat effectiveness for long. So was he. He had paid a great 
price for using the Tethralis Art. Even if he won this battle, he would need to 
seclude himself for a considerable period upon returning. 

“Damn,” Yui cursed too. He contemplated escaping, and no one could stop 
him if he wanted to. Yet, he was not reconciled. Without killing a few, he could 
not bring himself to swallow his pride. 

Ignoring Yered, he turned and looked at James and the others in the distance. 

Yui’s expression became terrifyingly grave. In an instant, he disappeared and 
reappeared before James and the others. He swung his sword with all his 
might. 

However, Yered appeared and blocked his attack at a crucial moment. 

James and the others quickly moved away and appeared in the distance. 

James refrained from joining the battle. Despite his robust physical body, his 
realm was too low for this level of combat causing him unable to join. The 
same applied to Qiyana, Jadranka, and Maddox. 

Although they were at the Holy Celestial Rank, Yui’s unleashed Tethralis Art 
was too formidable. Ordinary Holy Celestial Rank powerhouses would easily 
be killed by him. 

They swiftly dodged, distancing themselves from this area. Meanwhile, Yered 
began to unleash his full power. He could not afford to hold back any longer, 
even if it meant paying a great price. He had to kill Yui. 

Ignoring the intrusion of Flammae poison into his body, he cast the Flammae 
Curse, combining it with Ice Energy. Both fused within his body to create a 
new force. However, his body could not withstand the force. Cracks appeared 
on his body as this force emerged within, but he forced himself to endure. 

Today, he would kill Yui. The ruins were soon obliterated, and the battle 
extended into the darkness. Within the darkness, terrifying forces continually 
emerged and destroyed the dark void. 



Various Supernatural Signature Skills kept emerging. Yui wanted to kill Yered, 
but he found himself unable to do so even with the Tethralis Art. Instead, he 
was constantly injured by Yered. 

By now, Yui had a retreat in mind. “We shall meet again as long as time 
stands. 

I’ll surely slay all of you once my cultivation realm improves.” 

Leaving behind these words, Yui swiftly disappeared into the darkness. Yered 
wanted to pursue him, but Yui escaped too quickly, instantly losing his aura. 

James and the others quickly appeared. 

James looked at Yered, who was in a disheveled state, and asked, “Are you 
okay?” 

Yered shook his head slightly. “I underestimated Yui. I thought I’d set up a 
foolproof trap this time and would kill him for sure, but he unexpectedly carved 
a bloody path out of it.” 

Although disappointed, James consoled him, saying, “As long as you’re fine, 
there’s hope.” 

‘This time, the Yeftero Race must suffer heavy losses,” Yered said with a 
darkened expression. “I spared no expense, and still I couldn’t kill Yui. Even 
though he escaped, he used the Tethralis Art and paid a heavy price. 
Besides, he’s injured. He should be gone for a while. He won’t be able to 
rescue the Yeftero Race’s Thirty-six Umbraguards. I’ll kill them now.” 

After saying this, Yered disappeared from the spot. 


